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Introdution
The subjet of this dissertation is program analysis  deteting relationships between pro-
gram elements. It an be used for many purposes during the software's life-yle, for example
for test ase seletion, debugging, error loation, program understanding, reverse engineer-
ing, or hange propagation.
Program analysis is a large and diversied researh area, but many of its elds an be
distinguished from eah other by ertain aspets. These aspets inlude granularity, and
whether the method is stati or dynami. The granularity denes whether the relations are
dened between high level program elements (e. g. proedures, methods, lasses) or between
low level elements (soure ode or assembly instrutions, typially). Stati analysis an only
rely on statially available information (thus without exeuting the program), while dynami
analysis an use dynami information aquired during the exeution of the program too.
Impat analysis is a high level analysis employing mostly stati tehniques, while program
sliing is a low level analysis with both stati and dynami appliations. In this dissertation
we have disussed these two elds of program analysis. Namely, we present our results of
both stati and dynami impat analysis and dynami program sliing researhes.
Our results are summarized in ve theses.
• I/1. Denition of SEA/SEB relations.
• I/2. Denition, determination and evaluation of DFC metri.
• II/1. Determination of d:U based sliing algorithms.
• II/2. Implementation of d:U based sliing algorithms.
• II/3. Evaluation of d:U based sliing algorithms.
I. High level analysis
In several software engineering ativities related to software evolution, only ertain parts of
a system are investigated at a time, and this part of interest may be extended or shifted as
the ativity progresses. Namely, in a software life-yle based on inremental hange [20℄,
the impat of a hange made to the system needs to be determined; this will then be used
for hange propagation, regression testing and other ativities. The key of these ativities is
to determine the neighborhood of the items.
The notion of suh `neighborhood' may be quite dierent depending on their atual
appliation senario. For example, with hange propagation a very simple tehnique is to
investigate only the diretly dependent lasses of the lass of interest (aording to the lass
diagram-like relations) in one iteration of the propagation. Similarly, with regression testing
a simple, yet very eetive tehnique is based on testing rewalls [26, 27℄, whih means
rerunning only test ases that exerise diret (or lose) dependents of a hanged part.
The aim of impat analysis [11℄ is to support the dierent ativities of software develop-
ment and maintenane by determining the impated program elements. It is usually done
by determining dierent relations between program elements. Dierent approahes exist to
ompute relations between higher level software strutures supporting impat analysis [4℄.
Most of the ommon methods are stati, e. g. the work of Rajlih et al. or Ren et al. [20, 21℄.
The simplest stati methods use the all graph [11℄ or some other lightweight program de-
pendeny relations, whih are impreise or unsafe tehniques (e. g. [28℄). It is possible to nd
methods and results that both preise and safe (for example stati program sliing), but the
omputation ost of these methods are found to be too high [14, 24℄ for impat analysis.
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Our methods for omputing impat sets on funtion level are motivated by of the dynami
Exeute After relation of Apiwattanapong et al. [3℄. Apiwattanapong et al. use a very simple
approah that essentially states the following: based on a set of exeutions, a spei funtion
f will potentially have an impat on all those methods that are exeuted sometime after it
in any of the exeutions, meaning that any funtion g exeuted after f will beome part
of f 's impat set. This approah is safe  meaning that no dependene is missed , but
impreise too. In fat, based purely on the sequene of funtion alls and returns, it seems
to be impossible to provide a more preise, yet still safe method.
I/1. Denition of SEA/SEB relations
Some of the dependenies between program omponents are expliit, for example gener-
alization, omposition, assoiation between lasses in objet oriented systems. Typially
these dependenies are expressed in the ode as expliit referenes. However besides expliit
dependenies, there are also other dependenies; we all these hidden dependenies
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. Yu
and Rajlih [28℄ explored hidden dependenies that are based on the existene of data ows
between otherwise expliitly unrelated omponents.
We proposed an alternative way to determine the expliit and hidden dependenies by em-
ploying Stati Exeute After (SEA) relation and Stati Exeute After (SEA) relation among
program omponents. The SEA is a stati ounterpart of the approah of Apiwattanapong et
al. who introdued the notion of Exeute After relations [3℄. We say that (f, g) ∈ SEA if and
only if any part of g may be exeuted after any part of f in any of the possible exeutions
of the program. An intrinsi property of the SEA relation is that it is safe but impreise.
Formally, the SEA/SEB relations an be divided into three (non-distint) sub-relations:
SEA = SEAcall ∪ SEAseq ∪ SEAret ,
where
(f, g) ∈ SEAcall
def
⇐⇒ f alls g,
(f, g) ∈ SEAseq
def
⇐⇒ ∃ h: h alls f rst, then
after f returned into h, h alls g,
(f, g) ∈ SEAret
def
⇐⇒ f returns into g,
where both `all' and `return into' are treated transitively. We also dened the Stati Exeute
Before (SEB) relation in a similar way:
SEB = SEBcall ∪ SEB seq ∪ SEB ret .
For omputing the SEA relation a suitable program representation is needed. The tra-
ditional Call Graph [22℄ is unsuitable for our needs sine it says nothing about the order of
the proedure alls within a proedure. On the other hand, an Interproedural Control Flow
Graph (ICFG) [19℄ ontains too muh information and is expensive to work with. Thus, we
dened a new representation.
First we dened the (intraproedural) Component Control Flow Graph (CCFG), where
only nodes and edges important for proedure alls were onsidered. Eah CCFG represents
one proedure and ontains one entry node and several omponent nodes with ontrol ow
edges onneting them. Furthermore, strongly onneted sub-graphs are ollapsed into sin-
gle nodes; this means that if two all sites are reahable from eah other by ontrol ow
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Note, that these are usually hidden to impat analysis only, a detailed sliing would nd most of them
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e() {
if(...) {
f();
}
g();
}
f() {
while(...) {
h();
g();
}
}
g() {
if(...) {
f();
} else {
while(...) {
h();
if(...) {
f();
}
}
h();
}
}
h() {
}
e g
f
h
Figure 1: ICCFG example
edges then they are represented by the same omponent node. Interproedural Component
Control Flow Graph (ICCFG) represents the whole system and for eah proedure, there is
a orresponding CCFG interonneted by all edges with other CCFGs. In the ICCFG there
is a all edge from a omponent node c to a proedure entry of m if and only if at least one
all site represented by c alls m. An example of ICCFG an be seen in Figure 1.
Own ontributions
The denition of SEA/SEB relations and the determination of ICCFG is a joint ontribution.
The results were published in [9℄.
I/2. Denition, determination and evaluation of DFC metri
Many of the existing tehniques for impat set omputation in hange propagation and
regression testing are approximate for the sake of eieny. A way to improve preision is
to apply dynami analyses instead of stati ones. The dynami EA relation is also simple
and eient, but yet overly onservative and hene impreise. The basi idea for rening it
is based on the intuition that the `loser' the exeution of a funtion f is to the exeution of
funtion g in some of the runs of the program, the more likely they are dependent on eah
other.
Before presenting the formal denition, we introdue the onept of dynami all tree.
It is a rooted tree with ordered edges, where the node p labeled with f funtion represents
a alled instane of the f funtion, and a p → q edge represents a funtion all from the p
instane of f to the q instane of g funtion, where q has a label g. We will also use the
term f → g all hain, whih is a path from vertex q to vertex p, these being instanes of
funtions f and g, respetively, for whih the following holds: the path from the root to q is
the prex of the path from the root to p.
Now, we extend the denition of Exeute After relation with the measure of indiretion
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level d. Formally:
(f, g) ∈ EA
(d)
call
def
⇐⇒ ∃ f → g all hain of length d,
(f, g) ∈ EA
(d)
ret
def
⇐⇒ ∃ g → f all hain of length d,
(f, g) ∈ EA(d)seq
def
⇐⇒ ∃ h funtion, where:
∃ h → f all hain of length dr and h → g all hain of length dc
with only one ommon point (labeled with h) in the tree, where
f is alled before g, and d = dr + dc − 1.
We ombine these in the EA(d) relation, whih permits the maximal indiretion level of d,
formally dened as follows:
(f, g) ∈ EA(d)
def
⇐⇒ ∃ d′ ≤ d : (f, g) ∈ EA
(d′)
call ∪ EA
(d′)
ret ∪ EA
(d′)
seq .
Following our view on the symmetry, the Exeute Before relation (EB (d)) an be om-
puted for any d values by replaing the role of the two funtions:
(f, g) ∈ EB (d)
def
⇐⇒ (g, f) ∈ EA(d),
and by ombining these two relations we dene the Exeute Round (ER(d)) relation as well,
as follows:
∀d : ER(d) = EB (d) ∪ EA(d).
Observe, that as speial ases of our denitions, EA(∞) orresponds to Apiwattanapong
et al.'s denition of the Exeute After relation, while ER(∞) gives the omplete graph with
the overed funtions.
Naturally, if a ut-o level d is suient for a pair of funtions to be onneted by Exeute
Round, all higher levels will be appropriate too. So, the Dynami Funtion Coupling (DFC)
metri denes the lowest d value for eah f , g funtion pairs, for whih the two funtions
are in ER(d) relation:
DFC (f, g) =
{
min{d | (f, g) ∈ ER(d)} if suh d exists,
∞ otherwise.
Observe that DFC (f, g) = DFC (g, f) and DFC (f, f) = 0 will be true for any two funtions
f and g.2
Based on the above, for a xed indiretion ut-o value d, the dynami impat set of a
set of hanged funtions C is the following:
ImpactSet (d)(C) = {g | ∃f ∈ C : (f, g) ∈ ER(d)}.
Algorithms
We presented three algorithms; all of them are working on an exeution history ontaining
funtion entry and funtion return events.
The rst one is a global reursive algorithm, that omputes DFC values of all funtion
pairs in O(t · n2) time in the worst ase, and its memory requirement is O(n ·m), where n is
the number of funtions, m is the depth of the all tree, and t is the length of the exeution
history.
2
Here we do not follow the traditional onvention that a larger value means stronger oupling.
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The seond one is an on-demand algorithm for impat set omputation for a given indi-
retion level d. The worst ase time requirement of this algorithm is O(t · n), the memory
requirement is O(n ·m).
The third algorithm is an on-demand algorithm for impat set omputation for a xed
indiretion level d = 1. It has O(t·n) time and O(n·m) spae ost in the worst ase. It seems
to be the same as the previous algorithm. But while the average ost of the previous one is
not muh better than the worst ase, the time and size requirements of this one redues to
almost O(t) and O(n + m).
Measurements
We made some experiments. We measured the preision and reall of the relations and sub-
relations on three open-soure Java programs. These values were omputed against program
sliing results as exat relations. To summarize our ndings, we present the answers to the
researh questions set up before the measurements:
1. Is it true that a small DFC value between two funtions indiates a more probable atual
oupling between them? Yes. Most notably DFC levels 1 or 2 indiate signiantly
more atual ouplings than higher levels.
2. To what extent does all sub-relation alone and together with the sequene sub-relation
reet atual oupling? If we observe higher indiretion levels, the all sub-relation
alone does not represent many of the atual ouplings (only about 20% is realled).
This means that a signiant part of atual ouplings omes from sequene-indiretions,
so the simple only-all algorithm is not suient.
3. What is the threshold value of parameter d that produes good reall, and what is the
preision of the method with that parameter? The ut-o value of parameter d around
515 produes reall near 100%. However preision drops muh faster, pratially,
within 1 or 2 steps it reahes the preision of the original EA method.
4. What d values should be used when preision is important, and what is the reall in
that ase? The best preision values an be obtained at levels one or two. However,
the reall is very low in this ase.
5. How muh gain an we ahieve using this method ompared to the original EA relation
in terms of the size of the impat sets? The losest level 1 produes impat sets that
are on average 1315% of the set sizes of the safe method, while level 2 brings in about
2535%.
Own ontributions
The denition, idea of omputation and the measurements and evaluation of DCF metri are
joint ontributions. The elaboration of the algorithms omputing the DFC and the impat
sets are my own ontribution. The results were published in [6℄.
II. Low level analysis
Program sliing is both similar to and dierent than impat analysis. It is similar, beause
both have the same goal: detet relations between program elements. Yet, it is dierent,
beause it provides low level relations and aims preision, but it requires more omputations.
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Over time, a number of program sliing methods [24, 25℄ have been elaborated. A signi-
ant part of the pratial methods ompute the slies based on various dependenes (ontrol-
and data-) among the program elements (variables, instrutions, addresses, prediates, et.).
The literature is elaborate about the details of stati sliing methods. For example, the work
by Horwitz et al. [14℄ served as the starting point for a number of subsequent implementa-
tions and enhanements, whose basis is the System Dependene Graph (SDG).
The basi dynami sliing methods use dierent onepts, proposed by researhers like
Korel and Laski [17, 18℄, Agrawal et al. [1, 2℄ and Kamkar et al. [16℄. The traditional dynami
dependene-based method by Agrawal and Horgan [2℄ uses a graph representation alled the
Dynami Dependene Graph (DDG) that inludes a distint vertex for eah ourrene of a
statement (an ation), and the edges orrespond to the dynamially ourring dependenes.
Based on this graph, the omputation of a dynami slie is nding all reahable verties
starting from the sliing riterion.
However, relatively few publiations appeared that deal with the pratial sides of dy-
nami sliing and provide detailed algorithms. A reason an be that dynami analysis of
programs is an inherently hard problem beause of several reasons, the most signiant one
being that a very large number of events may be generated by a program run. Most of the
basi dynami sliing algorithms have diulties with handling large inputs. For example,
the size of the DDG graph is atually determined by the number of steps of the exeution
history whih is unbounded.
Tibor Gyimóthy, Gábor Forgás and Árpád Beszédes presented an algorithm for bak-
ward slie omputation, whih omputes slies for all dynami sliing riterion by traversing
the exeution history only one [13℄. Based on this, Árpád Beszédes worked out an algo-
rithm for omputing a single slie [5℄. These algorithms use so-alled d : U (denition-use)
pairs to represent instrutions. Although the original algorithms support only a very sim-
ple language, their relatively low spae requirements makes them suitable for sliing large
programs.
II/1. Determination of d:U based sliing algorithms
By examining the two algorithms elaborated by Árpád Beszédes et al., it beame obvious
that many graph-less sliing algorithms an be reated using the same representation. Thus,
we determined some aspets of the algorithms, and determined their possible values, and
then we examined their ombinations. We found three aspets:
Sliing diretion. The two sliing diretions are forward and bakward sliing. In the ase
of forward sliing we are interested in those program points, that uses (even transi-
tively) the values omputed in the program point determined by the sliing riterion.
A bakward slie onsists of all statements that might aet the values omputed at a
spei program point.
Global or demand-driven. In the traditional approah we have one riterion at a time,
and we ompute slie for this riteria. It is alled demand-driven sliing. However, it
is possible to ompute more (or all possible) slies by traversing the exeution history
only one. In this ase we are talking about global sliing.
Proessing diretion. The exeution history an also be proessed in two ways. The
forward proessing is the `natural' diretion, as the exeution history is generated this
way. Sometimes this is the only feasible diretion. However, there are situations when
the bakward proessing an be applied and more eient than the other diretion.
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Global/Demand-driven Sliing diretion Proessing diretion Usability
Demand-driven bakward bakward pratial
Demand-driven bakward forward unfeasible
Demand-driven forward bakward unfeasible
Demand-driven forward forward pratial
Global bakward bakward parallel
Global bakward forward pratial
Global forward bakward pratial
Global forward forward parallel
Table 1: Overview of dynami sliing algorithms
This totals eight possibilities, of whih some give useful algorithms, while there are irrel-
evant ombinations as well. These are summarized on Table 1.
Computing a dynami slie in a demand-driven fashion means that given an exeution of
the program and a dynami sliing riterion, a single dynami slie is produed. We traverse
the exeution trae starting with the ation of the dynami sliing riterion, and follow the
dynami dependenes with the help of the d : U representation going bakward towards the
rst exeuted instrution or forward towards the end of the trae, depending on the slie
diretion. This allows us to onstrut the two demand-driven dynami sliing algorithms.
Computing slies in a demand-driven fashion with opposite sliing and proessing dire-
tion is unfeasible. It pratially results in a global algorithm, beause all slies must be kept
until the riterion is reahed in the exeution history.
In a number of appliations more than one slie may be needed at a time for a given
exeution of the program. This leads to an idea to ompute more dynami slies during
only one traversal through the exeution history. It is possible to ompute many dynami
slies by exeuting the demand driven methods in parallel: traversing the exeution history
in a forward way for forward slies and in a bakward way for bakward slies. However,
this approah is not very pratial sine the data strutures (and the slies) for all dynami
riteria need to be maintained throughout the whole exeution history.
Fortunately, it is possible to onstrut suh global algorithms that are more pratial
in whih not the whole dynami slies need to be maintained during the exeution of the
algorithms but only the atual dependene sets belonging to the variables of the program.
These dependene sets ontain statement numbers providing the atual dependenes of the
given variables at the given point of exeution. We derive these dependene sets based on the
d : U information and maintain them for eah exeution step. Thus we are able to ompute
the dynami slies for all possible dynami riteria based on the atual values of these sets
only. An interesting duality in this approah is that the mentioned dependene sets an be
aquired the trae is proessed in an opposite diretion as the sliing diretion.
DDG equivalene
To show that our d : U-based algorithms ompute the same slies as the DDG-based method,
we must show the equivalene of the two representations rst. Let the instrutions of the
program be identied with the numbers i ∈ {1, . . . , I}. Given the PDG (Proedure Depen-
deny Graph, a omponent in the SDG) and d : U representation of the same program. By
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denition:
in PDG in d : U
∃Pi ⇐⇒ ∃di : Ui
∃Pi → Pk ontrol ow edge ⇐⇒ di prediate variable ∈ Uk
∃Pi → Pk data ow edge =⇒ di ∈ Uk
Based on the above, it an be shown that a Pij → Pkl edge exist in the DDG if and only
if di ∈ Uk and the di variable is last dened in i
j
before the l step (LD(di, l) = i
j
).
In the ase of demand-driven algorithms, the equivalene was shown through transforming
the algorithm into a graph-oloring algorithm using equivalent transformations. It olors the
points of the graph reahable from a start node. Instrutions belonging to the olored points
form the DDG-based slie.
To show that the global algorithms ompute the DDG-based slies we use indution. In
the beginning the sets used by the algorithms are empty, whih is trivially orret before
proessing any trae elements. Then suppose that at the beginning of the iteration that
proesses ij the sets ontain instrutions or ations that are reahable from the orresponding
DDG-node. Finally, regarding the algorithms we show that if the assumptions are orret
before proessing ij then they remain orret after proessing it too.
Own ontributions
Classiation of the algorithms, the elaboration of the four new algorithms (demand driven
forward, global bakward proessed forward slies, and the two parallel) are joint ontribu-
tions. Showing that the slies are equivalent to the DDG-based slies is my own ontribution.
Results were published in [7℄ and in the tehnial report [8℄.
II/2. Implementation of d:U based sliing algorithms
We implemented the dynami sliing algorithms for C and Java languages. To slie real
C programs several problems, suh as pointers, funtion alls and jump statements must
be solved. As a rst step, we modied the d : U representation aording to the need of
representing C instrutions. For C programs, the d : U representation will ontain a sequene
of d : U items for eah instrution as:
i. 〈(d1 : U1), (d2 : U2), . . .〉 .
The sequene order is important and determined by the `exeution-order' of the orrespond-
ing sub-expressions.
The exeution history was also modied. We added some tehnial information to it, like
memory addresses, blok entry/exit events, funtion all/return events, et. This extended
EH is alled TRACE . The TRACE is produed by rst instrument the program (adding
instrutions to it), then exeuting the instrumented version.
The handling of pointers was solved by onverting everything to memory loations (when
it is possible). Thus, during the algorithm's exeution, we need another d : U struture,
alled dynami d : U . This dynami d : U ontains the memory loations, and the algorithm
works on it.
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Handling pointers
The address of a variable does not hange in its sope, so after it is determined it an be
used any number of times. But the value of a pointer an hange at any time and must
be determined every time the pointer ours. Thus, the instrumented program writes these
addresses into the TRACE using the funtions remember() for variables and dump() for
pointers:
int x, *p; int x, *p;
remember("x", &x, sizeof(int));
remember("p", &p, sizeof(int*));
1. x=1; x=1;
2. p=&x; p=&x;
3. *p=2; *dump("PTR1", p,, sizeof(int))=2;
4. print(x); print(x);
The stati and dynamially resolved d : U of the program and the omputed slies for
line 4.  provided that means that variables x and p has the addresses 01 and 02  are the
following:
line def : USE ation def : USE Slice
1 x : ∅ 11 01 : ∅ ∅
2 p : ∅ 22 02 : ∅ ∅
3 PTR1 : {p} 33 01 : {02} {2}
4 OUT : {x} 44 OUT : {01} {2, 3}
In the C language the arrays and the pointers are pratially the same and the onversion
from one to the other is quite simple. The ith element of an array t, denoted by t[i℄, an
be expressed as a pointer *(t+i). Then, when an element of an array is referened, it is
treated as a pointer in the d : U and then its address is written out.
The oset of the members of a struture ould be determined statially but the omputa-
tion of dynami addresses would be quite ompliated. Instead, the members of a struture
will also be treated as pointers. In this way the struture member aesses are redued to
pointers. The strutures themselves are not onverted; they are handled as regular variables.
The address itself does not orretly desribe a variable. For example the address of a
strut and its rst member are the same, but assigning a new value to a whole struture
indiates dependenies through all its members. Thus, sizes are also reorded by remember()
and dump().
Algorithm
Our method for sliing C programs works as follows. First, the input program is analyzed and
instrumented, and the stati d : U representation is built. Next, the instrumented program
is ompiled and exeuted to produe the TRACE . Finally, the dynami slie algorithm is
exeuted using the previously reated d : U representation and TRACE .
To handle the TRACE and onvert variables to memory addresses, the TRACE handling
loop of the algorithms are modied as follows. Based on the type of the atual TRACE
element, the following ations must be taken.
• funtion begin mark: The proessing of the atual d : U item is suspended and the
position is pushed on a stak.
• funtion end mark: The proessing ontinues at the d : U position saved on the top of
the stak. The value is removed from it.
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• EH element: The urrent ation will be the one speied by the element, the proessing
ontinues with its rst d : U item.
• other: The unresolved referenes are translated to memory addresses based on this
element.
The variables of the stati d : U are resolved in the dynami d : U aording to their type:
• Salar variables. They have a onstant address in the sope where they are delared.
The addresses are resolved by simulating the stak of the C program (using addresses
and blok entry/exit events). The dynami d : U uses the addresses.
• Dereferene variables. Denoted by PTRn, where n is a global ounter for eah deref-
erene ourrene. They an be resolved diretly from the TRACE .
• Prediate variables. Denoted by Pn, where n is the serial number of the prediate
instrution. The depth of the program all stak is appended to them in the dynami
d : U , to avoid ollisions due to reursive alls.
• Output variables. Denoted by OUTn, where n is the instrution number. Output
variables are a kind of `dummy' variables that are generated at those plaes where a
set U is used but no other variable takes any value from it. They remain unhanged
in the dynami d : U .
• Funtion all argument variables. Variables denoted by ARG(f, n), where f is a fun-
tion name and n is the funtion argument (parameter) number. An argument variable
is dened at the funtion all site and used at the entry point of the funtion. They
remain unhanged in the dynami d : U .
• Funtion all return variables. Denoted by RET (f), where f is a funtion name. A
return variable is dened at the exit point of the funtion and used at the funtion
aller after returning. They remain unhanged in the dynami d : U .
After it, if the atual dynami d : U item an be proessed (e. g. ontains no unresolved
variables) then it is proessed.
Own ontributions
The handling of variables in the C sliing algorithm, thus assigning soure ode referenes
and runtime memory addresses is my own result. The results were published in [10℄ and [12℄.
II/3. Evaluation of d:U based sliing algorithms
We made two kinds of evaluation. First, we analyzed the omplexities of our six sliing
algorithms and ompared them to the DDG based method. Seond, we made dierent
measurements with the C and Java implementations.
Complexities
When time and spae requirements are elaborated, we onentrate on the ore of the algo-
rithms. For example, the reading and storing of the trae or the building and storing of the
stati representation of the program are not ounted. We also omit modiations required
for a ertain implementation.
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time
Algorithm maximum average
Demand-driven bakward J · V · log(J) J + DEP · log(J)
Demand-driven forward J · V J
Pratial algorithms J · I · V · log(I) J · DS · log(DS )
Parallel algorithms J2 · (log(I) + V · log(J)) J · DEP · log(DS ·DEP)
DDG: one slie J · V DEP
DDG: building and one slie J · V J + DEP
DDG: all slies J2 · V J · DEP
Table 2: Computational omplexities of sliing algorithms
spae
Algorithm maximum average
Demand-driven bakward J J
Demand-driven forward V V DEF
Pratial algorithms V · I V DEF ·DS
Parallel algorithms J · (I + V ) J · DS + V DEF ·DEP
DDG J · V J
Table 3: Spae omplexities of sliing algorithms
We summarized the omputational and spae requirements of the six d : U-based and
the DDG-based algorithms on tables 2 and 3. The notations we used: J is the length of the
exeution history; I is the number of instrutions; V is the number of program variables;
V DEF is the number of dened variables during program exeution; DS is the average slie
size; DEP is the average number of points reahable from a ertain node in the DDG. (DS
is related to I, while DEP is related to J .) Values presented for demand-driven algorithms
denote the omputation of one slie only, while values presented for pratial and parallel
algorithms denote the omputation of all slies.
In a general ase our demand-driven algorithms an be more eetive than the DDG-
based method, beause they determine the slies while traversing (a part of) the EH only
one, and does not require a separate full traversal, whih is needed in the DDG-based
method. Moreover, the number of dynami dependenes kept in the memory at a time is
limited, thus their spae requirements are also smaller (and it is true not only for the forward
sliing, where it is obvious due to V DEF ≤ J).
The time requirements of the pratial algorithms in a general ase are not better or
worse than that of the DDG-based method. As DS is related to the size of the program it is
bounded, while DEP is related to the length of the EH , thus potentially unbounded, with
a suitably long exeution trae the d : U based method seems to be more pratial. The
O(V DEF ·DS) spae requirements of our algorithms are more pratial then the O(J) spae
requirement of the DDG-based method in a general ase (taking into onsideration that in
real appliations the value of V DEF is rather dependent on V than on J).
However, our parallel algorithms are obviously worse than the DDG-based method re-
garding both time and spae requirements.
Measurements with the C implementation
The aim of the measurements made with the C implementation was the veriation of the
algorithms' pratial usability. We made experiments with the demand-driven and pratial
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bakward implementations on ve small programs: bdd, unzoo, bzip, b, and less. During
the measurements, we reorded some properties of the test programs and the algorithms.
Our ndings were:
• No relation was found between the slie size and the length of the exeution history.
• The orrelation between the number of stati variables (in the program ode) and
dynami variables (alloated during exeution) is relatively high 0.73. Based on the
results replaing the variables to memory loations auses no problem resulting from
the multipliation of the number of variables.
• For pratial usability, the relation between the number of set operations and the size
of the program or the length of the exeution history is important. The maximal size
of the sets and the average number of set operations per step are hanged more or less
together with program size. We also found, that the maximal set size did not grow
signiantly with the progress of proessing the trae.
• In ase of the demand-driven algorithm a longer exeution history did not imply the
growth of the algorithm's iteration steps.
• The size of the set that inuenes the number of iterations of the demand-driven
algorithm was highly orrelated with the slie sizes.
As a summary, we an onlude that fators that determine the exeution time of the
algorithms (number of dynami variables or set operations) are mainly depend on stati
omponents, and the number of iteration steps of the demand-driven algorithm is muh
smaller than the length of the EH .
Measurements with the Java implementation
The measurements made with the Java implementation were foused on dierent slie sizes,
namely the relation between stati, dynami and union slies were measured. Stati slies
were omputed using the Indus [15℄ Java stati slier.
Our measurements were made on ve small open soure Java programs (RayTraer,
JSubtitles, NanoXML/DumpXML, java2html, and dynjava) with about 100 test ases per
program. Statistis on the number of exeuted instrutions an be seen on Table 4.
Exeuted instrutions
Program minimum maximum
RayTraer 2, 598, 546 21, 525, 307, 460
JSubtitles 516, 213 55, 459, 126
NanoXML 910, 806 94, 754, 237
java2html 1, 541, 531 20, 370, 505
dynjava 4, 019, 365 6, 369, 636
Table 4: Exeuted instrutions
Our ndings were:
• Union slies are muh smaller than stati slies.
• The sizes of the forward union slies are lower than the sizes of the bakward union
slies.
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• The number of smaller slies among the forward slies is higher, but the maximal sizes
more or less the same as the maximal sizes of the bakward slies.
• The orrelations between union slie sizes and instrution overage are between 0.89
and 0.96. It is good, beause overage an be exatly determined, thus the nal slie
size an be approximated.
So, important results are that the sizes of the union slies are muh lower than stati
slie sizes, and that the growth of the union slies (by adding more and more dynami slies)
are highly orrelated with the instrution overage growth.
Own ontributions
The evaluation of the theoretial algorithms is my own result, whih was summarized in [7℄
and elaborated in a tehnial report [8℄. The evaluation of the C implementation is a joint
work, published in the papers [10℄, [12℄ and in the report [8℄. The evaluation of the mea-
surements made with the Java implementation is a joint work too, and it was published
in [23℄.
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